In previous work we introduced the concept of black-hole entropy, which we identified with the surface area of the black hole in question expressed in units of the Planck length squared. We suggested that the appropriate generalization of the second law for a region containing a black hole is that the black-hole entropy plus the common entropy in the black-hole exterior never decreases. Here. we establish the validity of this law for the infall of an entropybearing system into a much larger and more massive generic stationary black hole. To do this we determine a general lower bound for the increase in black-hole entropy, and an upper bound for the entropy of the system, while allowing for quantum effects at each stage. In passing we show that the generalized second law is a statistical law which becomes overwhelmingly probable in 'the limit of a macroscopic system. We also consider briefly more general situations. Finally, we give two simple examples of predictions made by the generalized second law for black-hole formation processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black-hole physics mirrors thermodynamics in many respects. For example, Christodoulou' has shown that the efficiencies of processes for extracting energy from a black hole are limited by their irreversibility; the most efficient processes are the "reversible" ones. This result has a clear thermodynamic ring to it which has been well brought out by Carter. ' Further analogies between black-hole physics and thermodynamics have been noted by the present author, ' by Carter, ' and by Bardeen, Carter, and Hawking. ' The formal blackhole analog of the ordinary second law of thermodynamics (OSL), "the entropy of a closed system never decreases, " is Hawking's Ref. 4 (henceforth called paper I) together with reasons for taking the blackhole entropy as Sb"=(~ln2)N 'n.
Here u is the rationalized black-bole area (eventhorizon surface area divided by 4e), and K is P)anck's constant. Units with C= c=Boltzmann's constant 4= 1 are used so that 4=2.6x10 "em'.
The QSL is the only guise in which the second law has a chance of retaining both its validity and its usefulness for regions of the universe near black holes. The OSL is inapplicable just to the exterior of the holes since they are sinks of entropy. And I " = K(A.O" + n 'A. , "), (6) where K and n ' are four appropriate parameters.
Since l" l"=0, n' n'= 1. Now in our particular Since &" is the null outgoing normal to the H's, it is clear from (6) that the n' are the components of the unit spacelike (outgoing) normal to these surfaces. Thus the normal distance dh between H surfaces differing by dv is also Kdv, and the surfaces are parallel within the system.
We now introduce T"=Ts&&8kjf, the ordinary components of the stress-energy tensor in our frame. In terms of these T, n'6A= --Tppd V -Tpp6A, (8) where we allow for the facts that V decreases in time, while dt=dh for the interval between H surfaces. Now consider f"T& n'n 6A. It is consistent with our earlier remarks to regard the n' as constants everywhere inside the system at a given time. Using T, »~s T«-/st and repeating the above pro-
T, n' dV = --dh' TppdV' -T~d V.
Substituting (8) and (9) into the integral of (7) and eliminating all reference to T"by means of (8) and (11) 
Equation (14) We may express the entropy of the system at absolute temperature T as
where E, is the ground-state energy (including rest masses). " From Eqs. (15)- (17) (21) or our final conclusion that 6$, &0.
Finally, we consider a system with E, =O; the prototype is black-body radiation for which $p as well. Equation (18) 
